In this study, the estimation method for the structural displacements by the acceleration measurement is investigated for effective real-time structural monitoring. Theoretically, the velocity and displacement data during the specific period can be obtained by integration of the measured acceleration. But, the integrated data is highly affected by unexpected error sources such as noise signal. So, the effective and rational method for the noise elimination or minimization should be suggested and used. In this study, an effective noise filtering method for an useful displacement estimation by double integration is suggested based on the characteristics of structural dynamics. For the rational noise filtering technique applied to the measured acceleration data, the multi bandpass filter, which allows the signals nearby the peak frequencies of measured data, is newly suggested. By the suggested filtering and double integration method, the estimation method of structural displacements using an acceleration measurement is suggested in this study. The accuracy and rationality of the suggested method was validated using the numerical example obtained by finite element analysis. In the validation, the displacement data estimated by the suggested method was directly compared with those obtained by highpass filter and bandpass filter, formerly well known methods.
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